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Abstract

The relationship between seemingly disparate entities can often surprise us, much like finding a pickle in 
your burger when you specifically asked for none. In this research paper, we investigate the intriguing and
unexpected correlation between hydropower energy generation in the small but mighty country of Burundi
and the stock price of the renowned fast-food giant, McDonald's. Our findings, much like a well-timed 
punch line, reveal a remarkably strong and statistically significant relationship between these two 
seemingly unrelated variables. Analyzing data from the Energy Information Administration and LSEG 
Analytics (Refinitiv) over the period from 2002 to 2021, we uncovered a correlation coefficient of 
0.9157984 and a p-value of less than 0.01, providing robust evidence for the connection. While it may 
sound like a fishy story, these results suggest that fluctuations in hydropower energy production in 
Burundi have been linked to changes in McDonald's stock price. Our research not only sheds light on this 
unexpected association but also serves as a reminder that, much like a McFlurry, the world of 
econometrics and finance can sometimes bring unexpected and delightful surprises.

Copyleft 2024 Academic Excellence Institute.  No rights reserved.

1. Introduction

What  do  Burundi's  hydropower  energy
production  and  the  stock  price  of
McDonald's  have  in  common?  At  first
glance, one might assume that the only link
between  them  is  the  water  consumption
involved  in  the  production  of  Big  Macs.
However, our research reveals a surprising

and  significant  relationship  between  these
two seemingly unrelated variables.

Much like a burger with a side of statistical
analysis,  this  investigation  uncovers  an
unexpected  correlation  that  has  the
potential to shake up our understanding of
both  energy  economics  and  stock  market
dynamics. As we embark on this journey of
discovery,  let's  dive  into  the  meat  of  the
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matter and uncover the saucy details of our
findings.

The  study  of  the  relationship  between
hydroelectric  power  production  and  stock
prices may seem like a strange pairing, but
as any good scientist knows, sometimes the
most groundbreaking discoveries stem from
seemingly absurd hypotheses. Picture this:
a  research  paper  walks  into  a  bar  and
orders  a  'Bell  Curve'—the  bartender
responds, "Sorry, we don't serve your type
here."  As  researchers,  though,  we  are  no
strangers to embracing the unexpected and
venturing into uncharted territories.

The  field  of  econometrics  often  leads  us
down winding roads that seem more twisty
than a curly fry. It challenges us to view the
world through the lens of data, charts, and
regression  models,  and  occasionally,  it
rewards  us  with  insights  that  are  as
satisfying as a well-executed punchline. But
let's not dilly-dally too long on these puns –
we have significant findings to bring to light,
and I'm lovin' it!

Stay  tuned  as  we  unpack  the  statistical
intricacies  and  untangle  the  web  of
connections between Burundi's hydropower
energy production and the golden arches of
McDonald's. It's a journey that promises to
be  more  surprising  than  finding  an  extra
chicken  nugget  in  your  order.  So,  grab  a
seat,  hold  onto  your  hats,  and  let's  delve
into this intriguing and meaty investigation.

2. Literature Review

The  relationship  between  hydroelectric
power  production  in  seemingly  random
countries  and  the  stock  prices  of
multinational corporations has been a topic
of  interest  for  researchers and economists
alike.  In  "The  Journal  of  Energy
Economics,"  Smith  and Jones explore  the
impact  of  renewable energy production on
global stock markets, shedding light on the
interconnectedness of  seemingly  disparate

industries. Their findings lay the groundwork
for further exploration into the curious dance
between  renewable  energy  and  stock
prices.

Speaking of dances, have you heard about
the  accountant  who  absolutely  loved  his
job? He was a number cruncher!  Now, as
we  move  beyond  the  world  of  serious
research  papers  and  into  the  realm  of
popular literature, the book "Energy Markets
and  Finance"  by  Doe  provides  a
comprehensive  overview  of  energy
economics,  offering  insights  that  are  as
enlightening as finding the perfect fry at the
bottom of the bag.

But let's not forget the fictional realm, where
stories  and  whimsy  often  collide.  "The
Power of Hamburgers" by Jane Watterson
and "The Financial Flows of Fries" by Alan
McFinance may not be real books, but they
certainly  sound like  they could  hold  some
hidden  wisdom  about  the  intersections  of
fast  food  and  finance.  And  speaking  of
hidden  wisdom,  did  you  hear  about  the
stockbroker who only  invested in  fast-food
chains? He believed in the power of a good
stock burger!

Transitioning  from  books  to  pop  culture
references,  we  mustn't  overlook  the
influence of children's shows and cartoons
on  our  understanding  of  complex  issues.
Just  like  the  characters  in  "SpongeBob
SquarePants"  navigate  the  unpredictable
waters of Bikini Bottom, our research delves
into  the  unexpected  correlations  between
Burundi's  hydropower  energy  and
McDonald's  stock  prices.  In  the  words  of
SpongeBob  SquarePants  himself,  "I'm
ready, I'm ready, I'm ready to uncover these
surprising connections!"

As  we  wade  through  these  unlikely
associations  and  embark  on  our  own
expedition  of  discovery,  it's  crucial  to
recognize  that  even  the  most  peculiar
connections can hold valuable insights. So,
hold onto your funny hats and buckle up for
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a  wild  ride  through  the  quirky  and
unexpected world of energy economics and
stock  market  dynamics.  Get  ready  to
uncover findings as surprising as finding a
pickle in your burger when you specifically
asked for none!

3. Our approach & methods

To uncover the meat of the matter regarding
the  relationship  between  hydropower
energy  generation  in  Burundi  and
McDonald's stock price, our research team
embarked on a data-driven adventure akin
to navigating a maze made of french fries.
Our  approach  involved  a  combination  of
economic,  statistical,  and  culinary
techniques  to  ensure  a  robust  analysis,
much like crafting the perfect  recipe for  a
statistical stew.

First,  we  gathered  data  from  reputable
sources  such  as  the  Energy  Information
Administration  and  LSEG  Analytics
(Refinitiv), scouring the internet like foodies
on a quest for the best burger joint in town.
We  collected  information  spanning  from
2002 to 2021, a period marked by economic
changes  and  global  fluctuations  that
resembled  the  ever-shifting  tastes  of
consumers in the fast-food market.

We then employed a multi-layered statistical
analysis,  utilizing  methods  more  complex
than  solving  a  Rubik’s  Cube  while
blindfolded.  Our  analysis  included  time-
series modeling, regression techniques, and
a sprinkle of machine learning algorithms to
uncover patterns and connections within the
data. We selected these methodologies with
the utmost care, ensuring our approach was
as  well-balanced  as  a  perfectly  crafted
combo meal.

To  account  for  potential  confounding
variables and ensure the robustness of our
findings, we conducted sensitivity analyses
that  were  more  thorough  than  scrutinizing
the  calorie  count  of  a  supersized  meal.

Additionally,  we  employed  bootstrapping
techniques to validate our results, ensuring
they were as reliable as the secret formula
for McDonald's special sauce.

In a nod to the interdisciplinary nature of our
investigation, we also conducted qualitative
research,  delving  into  the  economic  and
environmental landscape of Burundi, much
like peeling back the layers of an onion to
uncover  its hidden depths.  This  qualitative
component  provided  a  nuanced
understanding  of  the  hydroelectric  power
sector  in  Burundi,  allowing  us  to
contextualize our  quantitative findings in  a
flavorful  blend  of  data  and  real-world
insights.

Ultimately, our methodology was a fusion of
rigor and creativity, akin to devising a recipe
that perfectly balances the flavors of sweet
and  savory.  Through  this  methodological
buffet,  we sought  to  serve up an analysis
that  was  both  academically  robust  and
intellectually palatable, leaving our audience
with a feast of new insights and a side of
statistical humor.

And  with  that,  our  methodological  journey
concludes  –  now,  let's  sizzle  with  the
findings!

4. Results

The  results  of  our  analysis  reveal  a
remarkably  strong  and  statistically
significant relationship between hydropower
energy generation in Burundi and the stock
price  of  McDonald's.  The  correlation
coefficient  of 0.9157984 indicates a robust
positive  association  between  these  two
variables,  much like  the perfect  pairing  of
fries and a milkshake.

Furthermore,  the  r-squared  value  of
0.8386867  suggests  that  approximately
83.87%  of  the  variability  in  McDonald's
stock price can be explained by fluctuations
in hydropower energy production in Burundi.
This  finding  highlights  the  substantial
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influence  of  hydroelectric  power  on  the
movement  of  the  fast-food  giant's  stock
price, akin to the substantial influence of a
witty quip on a lighthearted conversation.

In addition, with a p-value of less than 0.01,
our results provide compelling evidence that
the  observed  relationship  is  not  due  to
random  chance,  but  rather  a  meaningful
connection  that  is  as  reliable  as  a  well-
cooked burger at a backyard barbecue.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Now,  prepare  to  feast  your  eyes  on  the
visualization of this surprising relationship in
Fig.  1.  Like  a  Big  Mac  combo  meal,  this
scatterplot  presents  a  visually  appealing
depiction of the strong correlation between
hydropower  energy  production  in  Burundi
and McDonald's stock price. The points on
the plot are as tightly clustered as sesame
seeds  on  a  burger  bun,  underscoring  the
coherence and strength of this unexpected
association.

In summary, our findings not only highlight
the  unexpected  nature  of  the  relationship
between  these  two  variables  but  also
emphasize  the  importance  of  considering
unconventional connections in the world of
economics  and  finance.  Much  like
uncovering the prize in a Happy Meal, our
research brings to light an unexpected and
delightful  revelation,  reminding us that  the
world  of  statistics  and  finance  holds
countless surprises.

With these compelling results at hand, it is
clear  that  the  connection  between
hydropower  energy  generation  in  Burundi
and  McDonald's  stock  price  is  not  just  a
statistical oddity but a captivating real-world
phenomenon  that  demands  further
exploration  and  understanding.  After  all,
who  knew  that  the  power  of  water  could
extend beyond both hydropower generation
and  quenching  the  thirst  for  a  refreshing
soda at a fast-food restaurant?

5. Discussion

Our  research  has  brought  to  light  an
unexpected  but  captivating  relationship
between hydropower  energy  generation  in
Burundi and the stock price of McDonald's.
This surprising revelation adds a sprinkle of
intrigue  to  the  already  complex  world  of
energy  economics  and  stock  market
dynamics. It's like stumbling upon a hidden
gem  in  the  attic  -  unexpected,  but
undeniably fascinating.

Our  findings  not  only  support  the  prior
research  by  Smith  and  Jones,  who
highlighted  the  interconnectedness  of
renewable  energy  production  and  stock
markets,  but  they  also  elevate  the
discussion by showing a direct and robust
link  between  a  specific  country's
hydroelectric  power  production  and  a
renowned multinational  corporation's  stock
price.  It's  as  if  our  research  has  taken  a
seemingly wacky premise, akin to a comical
dad joke,  and turned it  into a serious and
substantiated finding.

The r-squared value of 0.8386867 suggests
that  fluctuations  in  Burundi's  hydropower
energy  production  can  explain
approximately  83.87%  of  the  variability  in
McDonald's  stock  price.  This  level  of
explanatory  power  is  as  strong  as
Superman's  grip,  providing  substantial
evidence for the influence of hydropower on
the movement of the fast-food giant's stock
price. It's as if hydropower and McDonald's
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stock  price  have  formed  a  dynamic  duo,
much  like  Batman  and  Robin,  with  one
directly impacting the other.

In  addition,  the  visualization  in  Fig.  1
presents  a  stark  and  visually  compelling
depiction  of  the  relationship.  The  tightly
clustered  points  on  the  scatterplot  are  as
closely knit as a scientific hypothesis and its
supporting  evidence,  reinforcing  the
coherence and undeniable strength of  this
unexpected association. It's like finding the
last slice of pizza at a party - a rare find that
leaves a lasting impression.

On a lighter note, it seems that our research
has  proved  that,  much  like  a  well-cooked
burger, there is something to be said about
these  peculiar  connections.  So,  as  we
continue to unravel the mysteries of energy
economics  and  finance,  let's  not  forget  to
savor the unexpected delights that the world
of statistics and research has to offer. After
all,  who  wouldn't  appreciate  a  good
statistical quirk and a cheesy dad joke now
and then?

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has delved into
the  unexpected  yet  undeniably  strong
relationship  between  hydropower  energy
production in Burundi and the stock price of
McDonald's.  This  correlation,  much  like  a
classic  dad  joke,  has  left  us  pleasantly
surprised and eager to share the punchline.
Our  findings  highlight  the  flavorful
connection  between  these  seemingly
unrelated variables,  serving up a reminder
that the world of econometrics and finance
can  often  offer  unexpected  and  delightful
surprises.

The robust positive association, as indicated
by the correlation coefficient of 0.9157984,
is as striking as a perfectly flippable Big Mac
patty.  With  approximately  83.87%  of  the
variability  in  McDonald's  stock  price
explained  by  fluctuations  in  hydropower

energy production in Burundi, it's clear that
this relationship holds more weight  than a
double quarter pounder with cheese.

Furthermore,  the  compelling  evidence
provided by our results dispels any doubts
about  the  meaningful  connection  between
these variables. It's as reliable as finding a
sesame  seed  on  a  burger  bun,  though
perhaps  not  as  expected  as  the standard
gherkin.

As we wrap up this study, it's safe to say
that  no  further  research is  needed  in  this
area.  Our  results,  much  like  a  well-done
batch  of  French  fries,  are  crispy  and
satisfying,  leaving  us  with  the  undeniable
conclusion  that  the  connection  between
hydropower  energy  generation  in  Burundi
and McDonald's stock price is a fascinating
real-world phenomenon. After all, who knew
that  the power  of  water  could extend well
beyond quenching thirst and into the ever-
fluctuating realm of stock prices?

And just like the end of a great meal, there's
only  one thing left  to say:  "That's a wrap,
folks!"

No further research is needed in this area.
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